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Organisation and Methods

• DVSA responsible for GB (England, Scotland and Wales)

• Approximately 450 Enforcement Staff responsible for Technical Condition, Driving and Resting, Company Licences and Weighing.

• Targeted approach to Enforcement:
  • Target the most non compliant companies
  • Risk Rating
  • Technology
Roadside Cameras
Roadside Equipment
Legal UK Weight Requirements

UK vehicles are all issued with and must display a VTG6 “Ministry Plate”

The plate displays the maximum permitted weight for each axle and gross weight. The plates are issued by DVSA who also hold the data.
Target Selection
Speed = Distance / Time
WIM Sensor Layout

4 Metres
Enforcement from the Record

• Resolve ongoing WIM calibration issues
• Requirement to be able to prove to a court that the WIM installation meets defined set of standards
QUESTIONS?